


Measure new donor retention & repeat donor retention1



Measure how many second and third gifts you receive

10% of donors will give twice

of donors will give three or more times5%
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Measure how far back you should solicit lapsed donors3



Include more solicitations in your annual plan4



Use a creative brief8



Appeal to the emotions via narrative9



Use the problem-solution method of writing

Dear Mr. Donor, 

Family farms are part of the fabric of 

the Monadnock Region’s communities 

and have been for centuries. Yet too 

many towns have lost their farms –

losing a part of their identity in the 

process.

Now we have an opportunity to 

protect one of Greenfield’s historic 

farms, and we’re asking for your help.

The Monadnock Conservancy has 

agreed to help protect this farm 

because we want your children and 

mine to be able to hike, ski, and cut 

Christmas trees in this special place 

forever, just as we can today. 

Together we can make this 

happen.

PROBLEM

SOLUTION
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Ask three times, ask for a specific amount right now, 

not just for “support”

I’m writing to ask for your help in….Will you send a generous gift of $100 today to….

….your gift will be doubled. Please take a moment and send a gift right now.

Thank you for giving generously to make this new program a reality

P.S. Please take advantage of the dollar for dollar match. Your gift will be put to work immediately….
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Credit the donor, not your organization

Because of you…

Thanks to you….

Because of your gift…

But without you…..  

Give now because without you….
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Use these five words

I
You
Give

Thank You
+ the donor’s first name
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Show a photo of the problem, 

not the solution
19



Always put a caption on photos20



Put a handwritten, digitized          

P.S. on your appeal

Place a photo of the signer 

next to the signature 
24
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Use a checklist

CONTENT
❑ Is the letter from one person to another? 
❑ Creates a bond; uses “you” and “I”?
❑ Appeals to emotions via narrative?
❑ Uses a story instead of facts about organization?

DESIGN
❑ Looks like a letter, not a memo/marketing brochure?
❑ Scanned signature is high quality; blue if possible?
❑ Photos, if any, are of people (making eye contact, if 

possible) and have captions?

DESIGN
❑ Uses a serif typeface?
❑ Letter body is in black only?
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Use a variable ask string31





Show the donor their giving history32



Use this planned giving language

One sentence in your will can make a 
lifetime of difference. To leave a gift in 
your will, simply share this sentence 
with your attorney or financial 
planner:

“I bequeath $_____ or _____% of my 
estate to [Org Name] at [Address]”.

Leave a legacy

o I/we have included [Org] in my/our 
will.

o I/we would like to learn more 
about special giving options to [Org]. 
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Use the back of the reply card to deliver the donor benefit….

in the lives of real people
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Reinforce direct mail with email & visa versa37



Don’t let your envelope be mistaken for junk mail or advertising38



Write a better thank you letter40



Make thank you phone calls

“Hello, [donor’s name]? This is [your name] with [your organization]. I’m NOT 
calling to ask for anything. We received your gift – I’m just calling to personally say 
thank you. I hope now is an okay time to talk. Do you have a few minutes? [Pause] 

It’s important for me and all of us here to let you know that your gift makes a 
difference in helping further our work. We… [Mention a few examples of impact: 2-
3 value propositions related to what donations make possible.] [Pause] 

We are deeply appreciative of your decision to support [your organization]. [Pause] 

I don’t want to take up too much of your time. Thank you for taking my call … and 
for supporting our work! Have a wonderful [day/evening/weekend.]”

Phone script for thank you calls
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Send a donor impact newsletter with a reply envelope

Meaningful information on their gifts at work is key to donors’ 
repeat and increased giving. Fundraising under-performance, 
therefore, is actually a failure to communicate.

–Penelope Burk in Donor Centric Fundraising

In my experience, the most overlooked and underutilized 
vehicle for conveying stories and the vitality of your 
organization’s mission is the simple four-page newsletter.

–Roger Craver in Retention Fundraising
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Send an impact postcard using stories & infographics45


